. AFM topographic images (without being annealed) of a) screen-printed ZnO10 ink and b) screen-printed ZnO40. Figure S2 . Dependence of the resistance on the number of bending cycles, for screen-printed ZnO40 films on paper.
. AFM topographic images (without being annealed) of a) screen-printed ZnO10 ink and b) screen-printed ZnO40. Figure S2 . Dependence of the resistance on the number of bending cycles, for screen-printed ZnO40 films on paper. Figure S3 . Cross section image of the ZnO40 screen-printed film on paper, after being subjected to 1000 bending cycles. The cross section was prepared by FIB. Figure S4 . Young´s Modulus and Hardness results obtained for 3 different regions, for screenprinted ZnO40 films on paper after being subjected to the bending cycles.
Characterization of the Composite Solid Polymer Electrolyte
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the composite solid polymer electrolyte (CSPE) was performed between two stainless steel electrodes with a cell area of A = 1.04 cm 2 , as depicted in Figure S5a . EIS was carried out with a peak-to-peak ac Voltage of 25 mV (in respect to an open circuit potential (OCP) of 1 V) in a frequency range from 10 -1 to 10 6 Hz. The quantification of the dielectric parameters was performed by fitting of an equivalent circuit model (ECM), as shown in Figure S5b . The ECM simulates an ideally polarizable electrochemical cell, to describe the obtained data set in the applied frequency spectrum. From the EIS fitting, the CDL, was determined as 2.57 × 10 -6 F, with an Y0 of 2.15 × 10 -5 Ss  , Rext equal to 117.2 Ω,  equal to 7.38 × 10 -1 . The CDL per area corresponds to 2.47 × 10 -6 Fcm -2 , considering a cells area of 1.04 cm 2 . The presence of stainless-steel electrodes is essential for the conducted analysis, as they minimize undesired redox reactions between the accumulated ions and the electrode material, which could result in faradaic currents. The use of practically inert electrode materials gives rise to capacitive currents predominantly, as a result of charge induction caused by the ion migration process and charge transfer into the neighboring electrodes. Consequently, the ECM is composed of three basic building blocks. Rext is the external contact resistance and associated to the stainless-steel electrodes and cable contacts. Moreover, it also models part of the non-ideal capacitive behavior of the CDL (such as ionic diffusion across the interface). The parallel RC circuit is intrinsically connected to the electrolyte bulk behavior, where Rb and Cb are its resistance and capacitance, respectively. Here Cb is mainly associated to a dipolar relaxation mechanism of solvent molecules in the electrolyte at very high frequencies [1] of more than 10 4 Hz. It produces negligible values compared to the double layer capacitance (CDL). Also, in the context of the characterized devices, the frequencies for which this mechanism takes place are too high to be considered. The last component of the ECM is connected in series with the other two and consists of a constant phase element (CPE). Since the ions migrate freely throughout the electrolyte bulk they follow the applied signal. At sufficiently low frequencies they start to accumulate at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces (ionic relaxation), giving rise to high electric fields at the interfaces. This process originates electric double layers (EDL), forming a parallel plate capacitor at each interface with a thickness of merely a few Angstroms. The EDL consequently transfers the ionic charge into the neighboring material, being the fundamental concept behind electrolyte gating in transistors. However, owing to possible interface inhomogeneities, originating from high surface roughness of the electrolyte ( Figure S5c , Supporting Information), the behavior can no longer be modeled by a pure capacitor. Hence, the CPE mimics a non-ideal leaky capacitive behavior of the EDL at the interfaces with non-uniform current distribution [2] . 
Considerations about saturation mobility determination.
The saturation mobility (μSat) of the devices was determined through equation S1 [3] µ (S1) where is transconductance (gm), W and L corresponds to the width and length of the channel; Ci is the capacitance of the dielectric layer, which in this case corresponds to the CDL (2.47 × 10 -6 Fcm -2 ). 
